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XT185    TREADMILL
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The XT185 is our entry level treadmill. It is as dependable as our other models, but with a few 
less programs and features. It will satisfy individuals that thrive on minimal programming and the 
desire for simplicity to initiate their walk/hike. Easy to understand command prompts or the ability 
to just press start to begin your journey are attributes of this model.

•  7.5" bright blue backlit LCD screen

•  Quick Speed and Incline keys to save time and make workouts more efficien

•  Contact heart rate monitoring makes your workouts more effective

•  Spacious 20" x 55" workout area with powerful 2.75 HP motor

•  Adjustable cooling fan for added comfort



XT185    EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

CONSOLE

Accessory Tray
7.5" Blue Backlit LCD

Tablet Friendly
Reading Rack

Adjustable
Cooling Fan

Hand Pulse Grips

Quick Keys
Program Keys

As with any product, a major importance is the user interface. We focused on making everything easily accessible and 
comfortable: dual storage trays, ergonomically friendly pulse grips, and adjustable cooling fan to keep you encouraged 
to workout longer.

A quick press of a button and you are off on a walk, a run, or one of the many specialized workouts. Our large, easy-to-
read console gives you constant feedback on all areas of your workout.
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Console

Programs

Heart Rate

Speed / Incline

Handlebar Toggles

Drive Motor

Deck

Belt

Rollers

Frame

Dimensions

NW / GW

Max User Weight

7.5" Blue Backlit LCD, Tablet Friendly Reading Rack, Adjustable Fan

Manual, Hill, Fat Burn, Cardio, Strength, Interval

Hand pulse grip only

0.5 - 10 mph, 0 - 10%

N/A

2.75 HP

0.75"

510 x 1400 mm (20" x 55")

2.5" & 2.0" (Crowned)

Folding, Heavy-Gauge High Strength Steel w/ Durable Powder Coat Paint

1930 x 890 x 1500 mm (76" x 35" x 58")

102.2 kg/112 kg (225 lbs/247 lbs)

125 kg (275 lbs)
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